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About Us
Enlace Corporativo is a Mexican company founded in
1999 with the vision to offer the most complete range of
international business services for Mexican and foreign
companies with quality and warmth standards above the
market.
Our personalized service and attention to each project
has distinguished us and gotten good recognition from
our customers and partners worldwide.
Our company is proud to follow socially and
environmentally responsible policies in all our processes.

What do we do?
To meet our goal, we provide various specialized services
in the international business and trade area by completing
the buying - selling cycle and making it a simple and
friendly experience for the customer through experts who
offer their knowledge and skills in pro of your project
success.
Not only we research the How?, Where? and Why? to place
your products but we also provide all the needed tools so
that you paper project becomes a reality without having to
pause or stop the project at every step of the way looking
for many experts on different fields, doing it all within a
single place ensuring complete control.
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How do we do it?
Quality: All our proceses are carefully checked.
Warmth: Every project becomes a company goal and we
give to it attention on each step.
Humanization: Our customers are not numbers, for us are
persons and friends we work with to create sustainable
and long term businesses.
Innovation: We use avant-garde technology to give better
alternatives and the fastest possible response.
Collaboration: To have a fluent and harmonic response,
we are in constant collaboration with our coworkers,
partners and customers.

Where do we offer it?
We have representation offices worldwide:

Mexico
Argentina
Brazil
Spain
Italy
Ecuador
Dubai
Taiwan
Russian Federation
We offer the same services, with the same quality in Mexico and all the
world with our Consulting network focused on giving the best alternatives for
international business and commerce.

Customers
We have had the opportunity to work with companies
who had trusted us, such as:
COMPANY

COUNTRY

SECTOR

Consorcio Industrial VALSA

Mexico

Aluminum and steel

Cachaça Joao Bosco

Brazil

Alcoholic Beverages

Aref Trading Company

Brazil

Food and Beverages

Bari Swimwear

Mexico

Swimming Suits

Dynatabs

United States of America

Health hand Beauty

La Moderna

Mexico

Pasta

Tequila Corralejo

Mexico

Alcoholic Beverages

Nova Project

Japan

Heavy Machinery

3A

Italy

Technology

Arte Nativa

Brazil

Food

Sweet Solutions

United States of America

Food

Grupo HADOWES

Spain

Water treatment

SERGADI

Spain

Hotels (HORECA)

ITSSAT

Mexico

Education

Recognition
Public and private organizations invite and recognize us:
Brazilian Embassy in Mexico
Brazilian Embassy in Washington
Argentinian Embassy in Mexico
World Trade Center Belo Horizonte, Brazil
Minas Gerais Government (Brazil)
Banco do Brasil
AMIS (Associaçao Mineira de Supermercados) (Brazil)
SEBRAE (Brazil)
FIEMG (Brazil)
World Trade Center Miami
NASDA (National Association of State Departments of Agriculture) (United States)
ECRM (United States)
APEX (Brazil)
Instituto Tecnológico de Estudios Superiores de San Andres Tuxtla (Mexico)
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